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PLAN COMMISSION 

October 11, 2021 

4:30 p.m. 

 

The Plan Commission met on the above date and time in the Council Chambers. 

 

The following members were present: Emily McFarland (Chair), Jaynellen Holloway, James Romlein (Recording 

Secretary), Fred Smith, and Becky Huff. The following joined on line: Bob Mudler, Jeff Conley, Ed Zagorski, Nick 

Patterson. Others Present: Florence ?, Melissa Lampe, Sue Kehl, Jane Crug, Fred Smith, and Alex Allon. 

 
1.  Call to order 
Mayor McFarland opened the Commission at 4:30 p.m. 
 
2.  Review and take action: Site Plan Review minutes dated September 27, 2021 
Motion to approve Holloway, Second Krueger 
Unanimous by voice vote 
 
3.  Review and take action: Plan Commission minutes dated September 27, 2021 
Motion to approve Krueger, Second Romlein 
Unanimous by voice vote 
 
Mayor McFarland advised that, although several of the following items revolve around the same property, the Commission 
will address each item individually.  
 
4.  Conduct public hearing: 1916 Market Way – Conditional Use Permit (CUP) request for Exterior Storage in Non-
Residential Districts under Section § 550-109D 
 
Mayor McFarland opened the public hearing and invites any person wishing to comment to approach the microphone.The 
Mayor recognized Mr. Fred Smith to speak, summary as follows: 
 
Mr. Smith is represents the Loeb family, the property sellers, expressed pleasure in the property sale to a reputable 
organization, expressed his understanding of the storage under consideration, asked for confirmation to his understanding 
of the conditions under consideration, and endorsed the granting of the conditional use permit under consideration. 
 
With no further commenting parties, The Mayor closed the public hearing and opened the action item relating to the 
matter. 
 
5.  Review and take action: 1916 Market Way – Conditional Use Permit (CUP) request for Exterior Storage in Non-
Residential Districts under Section § 550-109D 
 
Background: 
Geneva Pacific Capital, LLC is looking to have screened refuse containers in association with the development of 1916 
Market Way.  1916 Market Way is zoned General Business (GB). 
 
Relevant Information: 
The following information has been identified by the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator as pertinent to 
this action: 
 
 A.     See Site Plan Review Minutes of September 27, 2021. 
  

 B.     Under Section § 550-109D: 
Requirements for exterior storage in nonresidential districts. 
In all office …screened refuse containers…exterior storage shall require a conditional use permit per § 550-
142. 

 
 C. Refuse containers are located at the rear of the principal structure. 
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     D.  Refuse containers are setback 5 feet from the property lines. 
 
In the absence of Administrator Maas, City Engineer Holloway presented the pertinent information cited above, detailed 
the criteria conditions for consideration by the Commission and listed, but not limited to, the options for the Plan 
Commission based on the information developed by the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator and present 
by the City Engineer. 
 
Following the Engineer’s summary, The Mayor asked Mr. Smith if the facts presented by Engineer Holloway were 
consistent with his understanding.  Mr. Smith agreed that they were and asked for a copy of the criteria summary.  
Engineer Holloway to provide copy. 

With no further comments, Mayor McFarland entertained a motion. 

Motion to Approve without conditions Romlein, Second Arnett 
Unanimous by voice vote. 

6.  Conduct public hearing: 1916 Market Way – Conditional Use Permit (CUP) request for an exception to the 
Exterior Construction Material Standards under Sections § 550-121C & § 550-121F 
 
Mayor McFarland opened the public hearing and invites any person wishing to comment to approach the microphone. 
 
Mr. Fred Smith spoke to the issues, summary as follows:  
 
Having seen many NAPA facilities and noting the attractive presence they command, he feels confident that this location 
will again reflect an attractive front to the public.  If that is the case, Mr. Smith, personally, and on behalf of the Loeb family 
endorses the conditional use permit. 
 
With no further in-room or virtual parties wishing to comment, The Mayor closed the public hearing and opened the action 
item relating to the matter. 
 
 
7.  Review and take action: 1916 Market Way – Conditional Use Permit (CUP) request for an exception to the 
Exterior Construction Material Standards under Sections § 550-121C & § 550-121F 
 
Background: 
Geneva Pacific Capital, LLC is looking to use corrugated metal walls as the exterior construction material for the 
development of 1916 Market Way.  1916 Market Way is zoned General Business (GB). 
  

Relevant Information: 
The following information has been identified by the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator as pertinent to 
this action is presented by the City Engineer: 
 
 A.     See Site Plan Review Minutes of September 27, 2021. 
  

 B.     Per Section § 550-121C: 
  

  1. Standards for all residential, office, commercial districts, and the PI 
Zoning District. 
 

    
   (a) Except for exposed foundations … all non-single-family 

development located … shall employ only high-quality decorative exterior 
construction materials on the visible exterior … : list 

  
  
 C.     Per Section § 550-121F: 
  Exceptions. The conditional use process (per § 550-142) may be used to propose the use of a material otherwise 
prohibited by Subsection C above. 
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City Engineer Holloway presented the pertinent information cited above, detailed the criteria conditions for consideration 
by the Commission and listed, but not limited to, the options for the Plan Commission based on the information developed 
by the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator and present by the City Engineer. 
 
In addition to the code related material, Engineer Holloway noted that the information packet included a color rendition of 
the proposed structure with the NAPA logo and the corporate standards color for consideration, and asked Mr. Jeff Conley 
to further comment on the construction details. 
 
Mr. Conley described in detail the NAPA construction standard and pointed out each element on the color photo to the 
members. 
 
Engineer Jaynellen Holloway moved for approval as specified in the NAPA corporate standard. Second by Mudler 
Unanimous by voice vote 
 
At 12.14. minutes a network anomaly disrupted the meeting and online members were isolated.  At 17.15 minutes 
connectivity was restored, and Mayor McFarland opened Item 8. 
 
8.  Review and take action: 1116/1118 Schiller Street – preliminary certified survey map condo plat 
Engineer Jaynellen Holloway corrected some typo errors (xnnx) in the Item Text and provided the context and noted that 
a copy of the proposed condo plat is included in the packet which will be presented as required. Jaynellen Holloway also 
advised of specifics of the City of Watertown codes and Airport Approach Corridor requirements which have been met. A 
similar action on an adjoining property was also noted. 
 
Background: 
Sue Kehl is looking to convert a duplex into a condominium.  1116/1118 Schiller Street is zoned Two-Family 
Residential (TR-6). 
 
Relevant Information: 
The following information has been identified by the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator as 
pertinent to this action was presented by Engineer Holloway: 
 
In addition to the. Material below, a copy of the plat is in your packet.  This is similar to a request we previously 
received where the owner requested to split a large parcel into two parcels. 
 

A. Wisconsin State Statute § 703.07(1): 
 
A condominium may only be created by recording condominium instruments with the register of 
deeds of the county where the property is located. A condominium declaration and plat shall be 
presented together to the register of deeds for recording. 
 

B. Wisconsin State Statute § 703.11: 
 
Condominium plat. 
(1)  To be filed for record. When any condominium instruments are recorded, the declarant shall 
file a condominium plat to be recorded in a separate plat book maintained for condominium plats 
or stored electronically in the register of deeds office. 
 
 

C. Section § 545-10 of the City of Watertown General Code states: 
 
Each condominium project shall be reviewed on the basis of a condominium plat prepared pursuant 
to § 703.11, Wis. Stats., and other applicable statutes, as well as these land division and subdivision 
regulations, as a plat or certified survey map for the land development or subdivision elements of 
the project. Minor subdivision procedures in § 545-7 above shall apply to City review of 
condominium plats. 

 
D. Airport Approach Protection Elevation Limit is properly noted 

 
Options: 
These are the following options, but not limited to, for the Plan Commission based on the information received by 
the City of Watertown Zoning & Floodplain Administrator: 
 

https://www.ecode360.com/29263785
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1.Deny the Preliminary Condominium Plat 
2.Approve the Preliminary Condominium Plat without 
conditions. 
3.Approve the Preliminary Condominium Plat with conditions 
identified by the Plan Commission. 

 
 
Mayor McFarland requested a motion to approve the condominium plat. 
Motion to approve without conditions Arnett, Second Krueger 
Approved by unanimous voice vote. 
 
9.  Concept Review: 111 South Water Street Planned Unit Development 
 
Mayor McFarland opened the item: 
 
This is a concept review for 111 South Water Street for Planned Unit Development, there is a slue of Information in your 
packet, I believe that Nick will be providing us … with a brief presentation. 
 
 We will be going through this conceptual review which you all know is not binding. It is just our opportunity to provide 
input and insight. 
 
 And then our last agenda item to set the public hearing date. 
 
 With that I am going to turn it over to Mr. Patterson. 
 
  Nick, if you would like to provide us a bit of information on this Planned Development. 
 
  
Mr. Patterson began his presentation as follows: 
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Thank you  Mayor. I’m going 
to give you a quick introduction to 
 
   T.Wall Enterprises and the 
Development. 
 
I’m Nick Patterson the project 
manager for T. Wall Enterprises 
… 
 
T. Wall is active in real estate for 
more than 30 Years now - 
we started off in in Office and 
Retail Buildings, and 
that grew to one of the largest office portfolios on the continent at that 
time. 
 
And then, recently, over the last 10 years, we have been developing 
primarily multifamily building, some communities containing pockets 
of retail space and - to-date T. Wall has developed approximately 
2300 units - all of our properties are owned and managed by T. Wall 

Enterprises with on-site management, leasing, and maintenance staff. 
 
And in any development, we typically like to do at least 150 units in a community so we can provide high quality 
amenities and full time staff. 

 

And then IN THIS COMMUNITY we had three goals in mind: 

An Activity Center 

Our first goal was to CREATE the Downtown, and 
Our second goal was to REVITALIZE 
Our third goal was to CREATE 

AN ICONIC 
MAIN STREET STYLE ARCHITECTURE 
 
Examples to Follow 
In Middleton, we worked with the City to develop Middleton Center which is a mixed use development, 220 unites and 
77,000 square feet of commercial space. We donated adjacent land to the City and that land is now being developed into 
Middleton Downtown Square 
 

Similar to what we have done in Middleton, we want  to create: 

 A Sense of Community 

A Gathering Space 

A place where residents and empty-nesters can Shop, Dine, and Relax 

 

The City of Watertown has done a great job designing the Town Square and 

we would like to provide a development to attract young professionals and 

empty nesters to the Downtown. 
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Our next goal is Revitalizing the Downtown 
Green Bay had very little investment and development after the great recession and in 2015 developed City Deck 
Landing, a mixed-use development with 76 units and 6000 square feet of commercial space - and City Deck Landing  
really became the catalyst for future development and now Green Bay has hundreds of units in their pipeline over the next 
years as large employers move there. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An example of that would be Schreiber Food, which is a major employer in Green Bay moved in right next to City Deck 
Landing. 
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Our Third Goal - Main Street Style Architecture 
 
We looked at: historical and modern main street characteristics to see what could be incorporated in this development. 
We incorporated characteristics such as: 
 

Individual store front facades 

 

 

Larger store front and warehouse style windows 

 

Goose Neck lighting 
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And attractive materials such as: 

Brick & Hearty Pine 

 

 

 

We also wanted to create a beacon or 
 

 focal point and included a clock tower that 
faces  Water Street and Main Street.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those are our goals for this development, 

 

Now I am available for questions, 25.10 
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Mayor McFarland opened the floor to questions by Commissioners 
 
Mayor McFarland - Alright, thank you Nick. 
 
 For those of you in the room I apologize, that I don’t know how to fix. 
 

 A network problem occurred at 25.17 minutes in the meeting, Mayor McFarland advised that corrective action 
would be taken and the meeting restarted. 

 
 I am interested in questions, feedback, thoughts from Commissioners. 
 
Mr. Romlein - From the summary he gave, it sounds like this is going to really make a step up for Downtown, something 
to really look forward to. 
 
Mayor McFarland - Thank you Mr. Romlein 
 
 
Ms. Huff - It sound like all of an upswing, is there anything liable in the city? Any liability? Anybody know this? 
 
Mayor McFarland - in my opinion, we’ve worked through this for years. Quietly we’ve worked a couple of years.  More 
publicly, we have been able to have a lot of conversations for the last probably nine months or so. 
 I’m looking at Alex Allon here in the room, He is our Development Coordinator and the Executive Director of the RDA. 
 So Alex has been pretty instrumental in working with Nick to get us to this point. 
 
 To answer your question, There is a Development Agreement in your packet that was negotiated and approved. 
 That where we’re operating - within the context of. 
 
 What I don’t think Nick Shared … We are looking at 5 stories to do sales with, 2 levels of underground parking, a second 
story courtyard with an infinity pool looking over the river, 90 units, high end finishes, and I think something that stuck out 
to me in the last eight or nine months is, high end finishes - esthetically yes - but things like inflating interior walls. 
 
 I think we have come to find out in the last season or two, which is pretty important in our downtown because we have an 
active downtown with a lot of noise and activity and this developer - that is part of their standard build. 
 We have done an a lot of research, spent a lot of time getting to know the properties they have, and I think from every 
thing that I have been a part of this is the first of hopefully multiple developments of this nature and this caliber. 
And I’ll say, since I have the floor,  for me, you know that our Comprehensive Plan calls for housing growth of all kinds. 
 We’ve been really good and concentrated in our neighborhood with subdivision development both in the Belinski 
Neighborhood, Top height, Grandview Height. There’s a couple of larger neighborhoods left  we would like to see the 
development in. 
 We have been able to have some really affordable housing in with the Boyson in their development on 4th Street, and on 
out on Air Park Drive.  
 
We’ve done some small scale Senior Housing so really this is kind of one of those areas where we have not been able to 
put a tally on yet, higher end multifamily housing.  
 
The capacity to have over 90 units with hundreds of people living, working, eating, sleeping, in our downtown. It’s just a 
profound economic impact for us so - Ms. Huff, if you are pumped, the pumped is shared. 
 
Ms.Huff - yes, this is exactly what we needed! 
 
Mayor McFarland - Other comments - Mr Krueger 
 
Mr. Krueger - I think that I would add only that I’ve heard from some folks I know who don’t do politics for a living, don’t do 
community development for a living and they understand that there is development downtown, but they do not understand 
who is paying for what and some people’s knee-jerk reaction has been that I’ve heard is “Oh well, what ever is going on 
downtown it probably won’t work just like the last attempt that have been made in this city, and all I know is my taxes keep 
going up.”  And so I think what ever those involved can do to help the public understand what the taxpayers are on-the-
hook for and what they are not on-the-hook for and good work has been done already through news papers, multimedia 
with what’s going on. A lot of folks need to just understand, real basic level, what’s going on, here’s how it’s going to work, 
and some of those things are complicated, but what ever we can do to help explain to folks, hey this is how it going to 
work, this is where the funding is coming from, this is where it is not coming from, may be beneficial to help folks to help 
understand, so they can see it. 
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Mayor McFarland - Alex is writing this down.  
 
Mr. Krueger - That’s not a specific comment on anything specific, but I have heard people stay “I don’t know what’s 
going on downtown - but it sounds expensive.” 
 
Mr. Arnett - So as it looked at down town developments of the last ten, fifteen years, and looked at other communities 
and what, if there is one common element, to be had amongst more that a few, it is when you get people living downtown, 
then that’s when it really works. 
 
And so this project is going to get people living down town - when you get them living down town, they shop down town. 
It is not about convention centers, or flashy concert venues, or fancy public spaces.  
It’s about getting people living there, and getting people shopping there. And when those things happen - that’s what 
works! 
That said, seeing the importance of this project, I think my comments just made it is critical that we’re absolutely open and 
transparent about any exceptions we are going to make to rules so that every body understands what’s going on. 
 
If we’re going to make exceptions around parking spaces required or size of dwelling units or height restrictions, or 
impeding on the public space. All that need to be upfront. Very clear to everyone so they all can all see it, and make their 
comments, to move through it so that it is not a fear on the back end that this was handled in some kind of subterfuge. 
 
So I’m just saying, all these things must be very clear, put them all on the table, get them done by the book so that we can 
all have a project that may people as possible can buy.  
  
Mayor McFarland - 31.43 Thank you - anybody else? 
 
Ms. Holloway - I would like to compliment T. Wall for working with our other development right the North of this property 
which will become our future Town Square. 
 It took a lot of meetings, and I think that  Alex will probably nod yes to that,  between those two groups to finalize and 
really make sure that how those two should integrate with one another is very critical, and they done a very nice job and 
worked well, I would say worked well together in this sandbox to make that happen. 
 As well as T. Wall and Smith Group working with the library folks because they all play some internal part with one 
another, and that’s not easily done. And not that they made it look easy - but they all three parties worked well together to 
get this accomplished. 
 
Mayor McFarland - Mr. Mudler 
 
Mr. Mudler - { Gestured with a thumbs up } 
 
Mayor McFarland - Thumbs Up - I’ll put that in the minutes. 
 
Mr. Mudler - Please do - Noticing that I am onboard. 
 
Mayor McFarland -  I appreciate what Mr. Paterson shared about their project and combined with the Town Square was 
a big part of their project here, I echo Jaynellen’s sentiment. 
Im hearing the feedback you have, we’ll take down the items to see if there are any items where we can assist and 
addressing your concerns, including the ones we have already done very publicly - like the easement request at Public 
Safety and Welfare, the approval of the development agreement, we can certainly work on those. 
 
Any other feedback for Mr. Patterson on this one?  
Oh, one thing that did come up because Florence nolastname is in the room, we did look at other - and Mr. Patterson 
touched on it, kindling leveraging referencing this iconic Main Street Style, we did look at a variety of developments that 
they have, and there is one that we could email provide next time in a packet, It’s a rendering - I think of maybe Middleton, 
I don’t recall. It has a historic clock tower, I think of like the St. Bernards’ top or St. Henrys’ top. That is the design we have 
been running with. I know that there is concern about the exterior materials, the colors they are, and the pattern they are, 
we have a couple of tough ones there, we been very up-front about the desire that this one blends in esthetically with our 
Down Town. 
So I think we should try, the next time, to get that rendering in the packet so that people can see what that looks like. We 
have been really essential to see that that blends in and can really accentuate our historic Down Town. 
 
So, any other questions for Mr. Patterson? 
Thank you Nick for presenting. 
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10.  Initial review & set public hearing date: 111 South Water Street Planned Unit Development – General 
Development Plan/Precise Implementation Plan 
 
     Relevant Information: 
 
 
  A. General project themes and images: 

 1.     See attached plan set 
  

B.  Central Business Apartments (>12 dwelling units) are required to go through the Planned Unit Development 
(PUD) process under Section § 550-49G(1)(b). 

C.     See attached July 21, 2021, Redevelopment Authority Minutes & July 7, 2021, Public Safety & Welfare 
Committee. 

 1.     Covers easements granted for development.  
 

Options: 
These are the following options, but not limited to, for the Plan Commission 
  

A.     Postpone public hearing date to a later date or indefinitely. 
B.     Set public hearing date to November 2, 2021. 
 
Mayor McFarland provided the above summary noting the date asked for any discussion and, hearing no discussion 
requested a motion on to the two options: 
Motion by Holloway to set the Public Hearing Date for November 2, 2021, Second Romlein 
 
Hearing no discussion the Mayor called a voice vote 
 
Unanimous Approval by voice vote 
 
 
Mayor McFarland - I would be remiss if I did not thank Alex. He has done a ton of work to get to this point and in to our 

attorney, and thanks to you all for your openness and willingness move us on to the next step in the process.  
 
And with that I look for a motion to adjourn 

 
 
11. Adjournment 
Motion to adjourn by Holloway, Second Romlein 
Unanimous by voice vote 
 
Meeting closed at 5.05 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
James W. Romlein Sr. PE 
Recording Secretary 
 
 
 
 
Note: These meeting notes are uncorrected, and any corrections made will thereto be noted in the proceedings at which 
these minutes are approved. 
 


